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behind the state-of-the-art. And last, the paper will highlight some
of these issues by reviewing the comments/questions/issues
posted on the SAS-L listserve.

ABSTRACT
SAS has long been a provider of robust technology tools and
solutions that its users have been able to use to build state of the
art applications that address their organizations business needs.
Recently those solutions have leveraged technologies like the
Internet, XML, portals, collaboration, etc. Whether SAS is truly
leveraging these technologies to their fullest advantage is an
interesting question. There are users who insist that SAS is
lagging in innovating such technologies and leveraging those that
have already gained some mind-share. There are others who
insist that SAS is on the bleeding edge. However, a more
appropriate question than, “how new or revolutionary is the
technology?” Is whether new and emerging technologies have
been bundled and integrated so as to effectively address an
organizations needs.

A LEGACY OF NEW AND EMERGING IDEAS
SAS has a long established history of a number of new and
emerging technologies that time has proven were on the mark.
The following is a short list of some of them:
•
•
•
•
•

There have also been a number of technologies where SAS can
be considered to be either on the bleeding edge or at least not
lagging behind:

This paper will address these different questions and whether
SAS solutions can leverage truly emerging technologies.

•
•
•

INTRODUCTION
When evaluating whether SAS is fully leveraging new and
emerging technologies, there are (at least) two different
perspectives that are appropriate:
•

•
•
•

Integrated Systems
Client Server Computing
Portable Systems
The Internet
Integrated Solutions

Message Queuing
XML
Linux

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
SAS’ roots lie in its analytic capabilities, from linear models,
forecasting, through data mining. What made SAS unique is the
basic idea that data management capabilities needed to be
integrated with those analysis tools. Today this is a concept that
most users treat as a given. However, SAS was a pioneer in this
area in the late 60s and early 70s. In fact, for many years, the
SAS system (the Statistical Analysis System as it was known by
then) was the only such product. This fact is perhaps one of the
most compelling reasons why the SAS system remains a
dominant platform for analytic systems.

Adoption of new concepts that change the way we look
at and address implementing solutions to the
requirements for any computer system
vs.
Implementation of specific new technologies
Development of packaged solutions that embed these
new concepts and technologies
vs.
Making those concepts and technologies available to
users so that they can develop applications/solutions
leveraging those new concepts and technologies

Thus, it was an emerging technology that led to the birth and
popularity of the SAS system.
CLIENT SERVER COMPUTING
When client server computing first became popular, again SAS
was there with several products:

The call for papers for this section:
The Emerging Technologies section includes
contributed and invited presentations on
technologies—evolving, newly developed and
futuristic—that affect the SAS community.
We are seeking papers that focus on new
and cutting-edge technologies, approaches
and methodologies. We are especially
interested in papers that cover Web-based,
wireless and alternative methods of
information and knowledge delivery.
Discussions around how people will make
use of core SAS technologies in the context
of open platforms, quantum computing,
adaptive technologies and "wearables" will
help make Emerging Technologies a "must
see" part of SUGI 27.

•
•

SAS/SHARE
SAS/CONNECT

These two products addressed different, but related, niches of the
new (in the 1980s) landscape that came to be known as clientserver computing. At that time SAS was just one of many
products that allowed for a user/developer to access data and
compute power from their desktop. SAS was primarily reactive in
developing its client-server capabilities. However, the concept of
distributed computing is an area where it was on the leading or
emerging edge. The concept that you could write an application
that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

demonstrates the inherent conflict surrounding the desire to have
a large enterprise platform (i.e., SAS) be on the cutting edge and
does this by noting that the key is how people will make use of
core SAS technologies.
This paper will provide a brief overview of these ideas and then
will review (from the author’s perspective) where SAS has been
on the leading edge, as well as where SAS has perhaps fallen
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Remotely accessed data from another platform
Do some of the processing remotely
Download a subset or summary to the local platform
Do additional processing
Present the results locally
Interact with the user
Upload the result set to the remote platform
Continue processing
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was truly unique.

concepts that are at SAS’ foundation as well as some Emerging
Technologies. As just one example is the Strategic Vision product
which bundles several SAS products (e.g., Warehouse
Administrator) as well as leveraging emerging technologies (e.g.,
XML and the Internet)

PORTABLE SYSTEMS
The idea of write-once, run anywhere/everywhere, was first
promoted and popularized by the Java community (and SUN
Microsystems). The idea that you could write an application on
one platform, with one operating system, and then deploy it to
other platforms and other operating systems became very
popular very quickly. To SAS users however, this has been
(mostly) a fact of life for many years, as this is a concept that
many SAS users have become accustomed to ever since SAS
first ported its platform from the IBM mainframe environment to
minicomputers and finally to personal computers.

OTHER TECHNOLOGIES
SAS has a number of technology components that could be
considered to be Emerging Technologies. Some of the
technologies might include (and clearly this list could be much
longer):
•

Message Queuing
Message Queuing has been a long and well
established mechanism for systems to interact. SAS
has had a number of tools that support such
technologies (e.g., MSMQ). Interesting, these
technologies have not been widely recognized or
utilized.

•

XML
XML is everybody’s pet technology today. It has been
suggested/used for problems ranging from web-based
deployment, metadata definition, data storage, etc. At
its core, XML is nothing more than a specific format for
text files. Thus, SAS has always been able to
read/write XML, as text files. Recently however SAS
has announced tools that specifically read and write
XML files – including the ability to store SAS data sets
as XMLfiles.

•

Linux
Next to XML, Linux is the next hottest topic. While it
was longer in coming that many SAS users would have
preferred, SAS does support Linux.

THE INTERNET
The Internet is perhaps the most revolutionary technology that
our industry has seen since the inception of computers. While
other technologies and concepts have had dramatic impacts,
none of them equals the impact of the Internet. The Internet has
changed:
•
•
•
•

How software is delivered
How software is evaluated
How software is supported
How it works

Virtually no software vendor could today consider delivering a
product that did not have at least some sort of web capability, let
alone being fully web-based.
SAS released its first web-based product in 1997. This was,
perhaps, two years after the web started to become a dominant
force. So SAS was clearly not the first, or even an early, vendor
to develop and deliver a web-based product. However, SAS was
somewhat unique in how it structured its offerings. While some
may (and most certainly will ☺) argue that SAS’ offerings are not
appropriately packaged or priced, it is also clear that SAS has
offered a broad range of functions/products that leverage the
Internet and Internet related technologies:
•

The output formatters which could be used to produce
HTML formatted output so that it could be accessed
over the web.

•

The Output Delivery System which allowed for a
number of web-compatible output formats to be directly
created using SAS.

•

The SAS/IntrNet Application Server which allowed for
new (and existing) SAS applications to be executed, via
the web, on a remote server with the results delivered
back to the user’s browser

•

Java tools, including webAF (a java development
environment) and webEIS (for web and java based
point and click EIS applications development)

•

JSP (Java Server Pages) as Java evolved from a
platform for downloadable applications to a server
based development platform

•

TECHNOLOGIES NOT FULLY LEVERAGED
A number of different technologies can be deemed to be
Emerging Technologies. The list of such technologies could be
very long. But the following two illustrate the fact that despite all
of the areas where SAS is addressing this space, there are still
areas where it is lagging. Note that these two are provided as just
an example and are note intended to be a complete list.
ACTIVE SERVER PAGES
Microsoft has long been positioning Active Server Pages (ASP)
as a defacto standard for the web. Surprisingly/interestingly SAS
has yet to support or embrace ASP, instead preferring to
concentrate its efforts on JSP (a competing technology). More
support for ASP from SAS would likely accelerate its use in a
number of areas
.NET AND SIMPLE OBJECT ACCESS PROTOCOL (SOAP)
Comparable to the issue with ASP is the new .NET architecture
that Microsoft has been promoting. Included here would be
technologies like SOAP and web services which a number of
organizations have started to utilize and embrace. But again,
SAS is lagging behind in the support these new and Emerging
Technologies.

AN EXAMPLE OF EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
SAS-L is a well-known forum where SAS users discuss a full
range of technical (and other issues). The last 100 threads on
SAS-L (i.e., the last 100 threads with one or more comments,
regardless of how old the first posting was) were queried and are
shown in Figure 1. A SAS program, which leveraged several
Emerging Technologies, was used to query google.com.

Integrated Technologies as a single open back-end
server that can encompass all of SAS web/Internet
based tools.

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
SAS has recently begun to package it core technologies into
solutions that address specific trends or business requirements.
This is a trend that other vendors established long ago. Some of
those solutions however leverage some of the core emerging
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Figure 2. Last 100 Threads on SAS-L as of 08JAN2002 (from google.com)
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filename google url
'http://groups.google.com/groups?num=100&grou
p=comp.soft-sys.sas&start=0&group=comp.softsys.sas';
data sasl;
keep thread articles;
infile google lrecl=500 pad truncover;
/* code to read and parse the HTML – snipped
as the code details are not relevant to
the topic at hand
*/
run;
proc sort data=sasl out=sasl;
by descending articles;
run;
ods rtf file = '\directory\sas-l.rtf';
proc print noobs label;
title;
Label thread
= 'Thread'
articles = 'Number of Postings'
;
sum articles;
run;
ods rtf close;

•

transfer/copy variable labels from one dataset to an...
(13 articles)
The thread title says it all. This is a rather common
data processing requirement that is addressing an
issue of standards.

•

Name prefix lists (13 articles)
Basically an extensive discussion of syntax

•

The fastest method of finding the maximum? (12
articles)
Efficiency is always a popular/common topic that has
little to do with Emerging technologies

•

Assistance (11 articles)
The most entertaining thread – but one that had little to
do with either Emerging Technologies, or even SAS
software. Its genesis was a common Internet scam
email that the SAS-L participants enjoyed poking fun
at.

There were only two threads that (in the author’s opinion) were
directly about an Emerging Technologies issue:
•

URLDECODE function in version 6.12? (5 articles)
The encoding of data due to the onset of web
technologies is an issue of Emerging Technologies
since, without the Internet; there would be no such
requirement. In SAS favor, this function has indeed
been available from SAS for a number of years
(including Release 6.12)

•

Strategic Vision (1 article)
Strategic Vision is one of the new SAS integrated
solutions that include (as mentioned above) several
emerging technologies.

WHAT EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES?
This program illustrates two fairly simple technologies that have
been combined into a simple little application that solves a
problem:
•

The URL access method
which allows for a SAS program to use web/Internet
access methods to access data on a remote server
and read it in as just another data source.

•

The Output Delivery System
which allowed the author to directly create the content
shown in Figure 1 in Microsoft Word format. The idea
that output format should be independent of the data
source as well as the tool used to create the report is a
powerful concept, albeit one with a
simple/straightforward implementation.

And two articles that directly address the use of SAS
technologies for current, or topical, issues:

This example illustrates the use of such simple, yet emerging,
technologies, combined with a business need or requirement.
Interesting/emerging technologies are only of value if they add
value.

problem with comparing digits (21 articles)
This thread was a rather extensive discussion of
issues surrounding numerical precision – a very well
known and old issue.

•

“R” the end of SAS? (17 articles)
A discussion of an alternative analytics tool that
focused quite a bit on pricing and packaging issues.
The concept of an integrated environment (as
mentioned above) was touched upon lightly.

EURO conversion
A requirement driven by the
business/political/economic reality of a single European
currency.

•

Parsing Browser Agent Strings
Again, a requirement that is driven by the revolution
that the Internet has fostered.

One possible interpretation of these results/observations is that
we SAS users are perhaps more interested in SAS responding to
more traditional requirements and technologies. Of course, that
then leads to the rhetorical question of whether we would even be
here if not for Emerging Technologies.

THE RESULTS
What do the results shown in Figure 1 illustrate? The users who
participate in SAS-L (which is admitted not a representative or
unbiased sample of SAS users) appear to be more interested in
standard technologies. There are a number of possible
explanations for this. However the bottom line is that the user
community needs/wants support from SAS for such old-line
technologies. Lets review the titles for the threads that have 10
(or more) articles or postings:
•

•
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